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One Work: Beatriz Cortez’s “Ilopango, Stela A”
Evoking meteorites, igneous rocks, and Mayan artifacts, Beatriz Cortez’s stained, weathered metal
sculptures on view at Commonwealth & Council in Los Angeles create historical and thematic ties in
between the blood circulation of geological matter and the motion of individuals throughout Earth’s surface
area. One especially effective piece, Ilopango, Stela A(2022), more particularly thinks about how natural
catastrophes and environment modification have actually modified the course of civilizations worldwide.
Echoing the kind of a Mayan stela, the sculpture is decorated with signs loosely referencing the
advertisement 431 eruption of Ilopango, a volcano that is now a caldera filled by among El Salvador’s
biggest lakes. Cortez, an El Salvador native, has actually looked into the volcano’s significant effect: it
removed Mayan settlements, rendered the location uninhabitable for years, transferred tephra as far as
Greenland, and most likely triggered the world’s temperature level to cool.
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The artist’s option of medium, bonded steel, dovetails with this style of geological change. Charred welds–
which would typically be sanded down and de-emphasized– here obtain a spooky charm, crisscrossing
the sculpture’s silvery surface area to conjure visions of lava rivers and geographical limits such as
tectonic plates. Illustrations made with a welder and looking like deep burns illustrate an ash-spewing
volcano at the upper left, followed by a series of abstract glyphs motivated by a Mesoamerican pyramid, a
Mongol hut, ice caverns, and a Roman archway. Related fit, these engravings connect together various
ages and places, speaking with the method volcanic particles take a trip to distant lands and set off longlasting modifications to the world’s topography and residents. Little footprints towards the stela’s base
cause a streamlined city horizon that Cortez frames as a tribute to contemporary Los Angeles and its
Central American diasporic neighborhoods. In examining ancient patterns of worldwide migration and
geographical modification, the artist calls attention to the interconnected nature of human vulnerability.
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